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field that depends on another field I have an entity: @Entity public class Campaign { @Id private
String name; @ManyToOne(fetch=FetchType.EAGER) @JoinColumn(name="node") private Node

node; } I have a criteria object that has to depend on node: @Entity public class CampaignCriteria {
@ManyToOne(fetch=FetchType.EAGER) @JoinColumn(name="node") private Node node;

@ManyToOne(fetch=FetchType.EAGER) @JoinColumn(name="communication_type") private
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CommunicationType communicationType; } Since node is not optional to be filled in, I can't use a
simple criteria like (node.isNull()). How do I enforce the condition on node? A: The

EntityManager/PersistenceProvider of Play! does not support'requires' annotations. One option is to
use the JPA criteria API instead, like: @Query("select c from Campaign c where c.node = :node and

c.communicationType = :communicationType") long
findByNodeAndCommunicationType(@Param("node") Node node, @Param("communicationType")
CommunicationType type); Otherwise, you have to define a custom @Constraint annotation (make

sure you still mark this as @Entity to get the generated ID from) or implement a custom
ResultTransformer. @Constraint(message="cannot be null") @Documented @Target({

ElementType.FIELD }) @Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME) public @interface NodeFetchCheck {
public static class NodeFetchCheckTransformer extends EmptyResultTransformer { public boolean

isEmpty(Object object) { return object == null
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